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Hair Straightener – Manual 
 

Welcome to the user manual for a VGR Hair Trimmer, a tool used for cutting and trimming hair. Here 
are some guidelines on how to use it effectively: 

SAFETY WARNINGS - This appliance may be used by children of more than 8 years of age, persons 
with physical, sensory or mental capabilities or inexpert persons only if they have been previously 
trained in using it in a safe manner, and only if they have been informed of the dangers the product 
can cause. Children may not play with the appliance. Children may not clean or carry out any 
maintenance on the appliance without adult supervision. If you use the appliance in a bathroom, pull 
the plug out of the socket after use, because the presence of water is dangerous even when the 
appliance is switched off. 

 

IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS - Use this product only for its intended purpose, as described in 
this instruction manual Any other usage is not correct and consequently it can be dangerous. Before 
using this product, please read carefully this instruction manual. It is advisable to save these 
instructions for a future use. Before connecting the appliance, check the voltage shown on the 
appliance corresponds to the local mains voltage.  
Always unplug the appliance:  

● When it is not in use 
● Before cleaning it 
● In case of troubles 
 
Unplug the appliance, only after having switched it off. Never try to unplug the product pulling it 
from the cable or from the product itself. Product plates reach high temperature, for this reason it is 
advisable not to place the product in direct contact of heat-sensitive surfaces (such as wood or 
paper) or nearby in flammable substances. Moreover, prevent hot plates to come in contact with 
hands, eyes, ears, face and neck.  
Never touch plates when the unit is switched on.  
Never wind the cord around the unit body.  
In order to protect children from risks of electrical shocks. Never leave the appliance unattended 
when it is plugged in. Always store it out of their reach. In order to avoid possible fires and damages 
to the product, never use and place the product under blankets, towels or cushions. Keep the device 
and the cable away from heat, direct sunlight, moisture, sharp objects and similar ones. Never leave 
the product unattended if switched on! Switch it off and unplug it when you do not use it, even if it 
is only for a while! The product must not be absolutely dipped in water or other liquids or coming in 
contact with them! Never use the appliance with wet or moist hands. In case the appliance becomes 
moist or wet, please unplug it immediately from the socket DO NOT TRY TO REACHTHE PRODUCT 
INTO WATER! Use the device only for its intended purpose. In case of damages to the cable or to the 
product, it is necessary to stop immediately using the product and address to specialized centers. 
Never try to repair the product by yourself. Damaged cables must be immediately replaced. Every 
replacement and repairing must be carried out by specialized technicians. For any replacement: use 
always original spare parts or parts of the same type. In order to avoid the product from possible 
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overheating, it is advisable to unwind completely the cable and not to keep the product switched on 
if it is not in use. Before storing the unit, please let it cooling down. Never wrap the cable around the 
unit. If the supply cord is damaged, it must be changed by manufacturer or by its service agent or by 
a qualified person in order to avoid a hazard. If the item is used in bathroom, unplug it after use 
since the proximity of water presents a hazard even when the item is switched off.  

 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE 

-Please unplug when not use the appliance. 

-To use the appliance correctly. Place dry hair between the two plates and press the handle closing 
the straightener. Then slide it towards the ends of the hair.  

- Let it cool down before it is stored. 

Never use the product if your hair is still wet. 

Caution: hair straighteners are powerful tools and should always be used with extreme care. If you 
use the unit in the wrong way, you can run the risk of over drying your hair, even burning. 

CAUTION: metal plates are hot, any contact with the skin may cause skin burn.  
Caution: the hottest temperatures should only be used by experienced stylers. The digital display 
will stop flashing when the product is ready to use. Working on one section at a time, run the 
straightener through the entire length of the hair without stopping. 

 

MAINTENANCE AND CARE - Unplug the unit from the mains and let the product cooling down on a 
heat-resistant surface. Clean the unit with a soft dry cloth. Keep the plates clean and free from dirt. 
Never dip the unit into water or other liquids. Never use solvents and detergents. Never try to repair 
the unit by yourself but always address to specialized centers. 

 

DISPOSAL - The device (including its removable parts and accessories) must not be disposed of 
together with municipal waste at the end of its life, but in compliance with European Directive 
2002/96/EC. Since it must be handled separately from household waste, either carry it to a 
separately collected waste disposal centre for electrical and electronic appliances or give it back to 
the retailer on purchasing a new device with the same purpose. Any infringement will be severely 
prosecuted. Specifications and designs are based on the latest information available at the time of 
printing and subject to change without notice. 

 


